The Kerr reflection is studied on various cases of binary magneto-optical grating with circular dots. Proposed grating schemes correspond to irregular grating preparation. Kerr rotation is calculated using theoretical model based on coupled wave method. Obtained results are compared with experimental data and discussed to find conditions of optimal coincidence.
INTRODUCTION
Our several recent experimental works and theoretical studies were concerned in an investigation of reflection properties (Kerr rotation) of two-dimensional magneto-optical (MO) gratings with the artificial anisotropy of permittivity induced by external magnetic field. This interest in magneto-optical grating multilayers corresponds to their wide applications to storage media, sensing devices or light modulators. Rich experimental results obtained at Institute of Physics of the Technical University of Ostrava required an appropriate theoretical tool for consecutive analysis of obtained data. We derived own mathematical model 2 based on coupled wave method (CWM) implemented as the Fourier modal method (FMM).
As showed analysis using atomic force microscopy (AFM), several of analyzed gratings undergo certain shape irregularities in the course of preparation by ion milling. Also, a residual impurities in the inter-dot area can be caused by "over-milling" into the substrate. In the proposed study above factors were included in theoretical model to reach the better experiment-to-theory coincidence.
EXPERIMENTS
Measured samples were created at the Institute of Electrical Engineering of Slovak Academy of Sciences. The gratings of square area 1 2 were etched by ion milling in the continuous 20 nm thick iron film sputtered on the Si/Si02 substrate -see Fig. 1 . Resulting cylindrical dots rise entire iron height and are ordered in bi-periodic grid. Geometrical parameters of any grating were established using atomic force microscopy (AFM) at chosen domain -see Fig. 2 for example. In different gratings, the estimated dot radius rwas in the range from 0.95 to 1 .65 m, the dimension A of square grating period varied from 4 to 4.3 rim. In order to represent at most as simply this variability, we introduced the fill factor of the grating, F, as the ratio "dot area/square period area", so that F = it(r/A)2.
The measurements were concerned in the specification of hysteresis ioops of the Fe thin films and periodic gratings. Analyzed MO response allowed to estimate Kerr rotation at various reflected diffraction orders. For the details of used method and experimental setup we refer to earlier work of Pistora et al. . The Kerr rotation has been measured in the incidence plane for the incidence angle p = 45° at the wavelength ? = 670 nm. In numerical simulations the following material parameters were used: Fe 2.87 3.46i, QEe 0.0386 + O.0034i (refractive index and the Voigt MO parameter of iron. All the media were supposed to be magnetically isotropic with the permeability ii = i. As the AFM analysis showed, the real grating geometry differs from expected ideal form, so that the shape irregularities of dots and grooves as well as impurities in the inter-dot area affect on the results of experiments. The Fig. 3 shows an example of the profile running through the centers of circular dots. Unfortunately, we estimate using AFM only such a view on grating surface, but no information about material properties. Note, that the vertical scale in the Fig. 3 is in nanometers, however, the horizontal scale includes 17 pin labeled in pixels. Therefore, this one is strongly compressed that leads to seemingly large peaks and grooves.
Incident laser beam was linearly polarized in the incidence plane (p polarization) or in orthogonal direction (s polarization). Especially, the incidence plane was oriented as parallel to external magnetic field H (the angle =0 in the 
BASIC THEORETICAL MODEL Prevailing concepts in the modeling of periodical gratings prefer widely used coupled wave method (CWM) frequently implemented as the Fourier modal method (FMM)
Here used mathematical model is derived on the same principle by following assumptions:
. considered MO system is a multilayer with one or more anisotropic layers separated by planar interfaces, . the grating is created from anisotropic elements periodically patterned in isotropic medium; all the dots are of identical shape and they are fixed in the knots ofbi-periodical rectangular grid, S any layers is supposed to be homogeneous and isotropic in the direction perpendicular to interfaces, so that we speak about binary grating,
. admissible gratings satisfy the conditions h << A , h << A , where h is the layer thickness and A , A are the periods in main grid directions, respectively; this assumption ensures the faithful application of Fourier modal method (FMM) without a need of eventual convergence improvement [6] .
To propose efficient model of irregular gratings described in the section 2, we consider five forms of grating multilayer that correspond to the most important (but not all the possible) tasks -see Fig. 4 . In all the cases the modeled system contains only two kinds of layers: inhomogeneous domain with periodic space modulation or a homogeneous layer (sub-or superstrate, remaining Fe film by partial etching). The basic configuration (a) has been studied in 2 especially from the point of view a relation between fill factor and Kerr reflection. The coordinate system is introduced as in the Fig. 5 . Generally, the layers of the grating structure are indexed toward growing z coordinate and their thickness is denoted h, v = I,..., K. The multilayer is sandwiched between two semiinfinite isotropic regions, the substrate (v = K + 1 for z> h1+. . . +h) and the superstrate (v = 0 for z < 0). Incident monochromatic plane wave with free space wavelength X propagates in the homogeneous isotropic superstrate with refractive index (°)• The wave vector forms an angle q relative to z-axis and these two directions define the incidence plane. Its deviation from the y-axis is denoted . Generally, the incident polarized state is elliptical and defined by the angle & between unit-amplitude electrical field vector and the incidence plane.
A representation of field components and material functions by two-fold Fourier expansion is the basic principle of the FMM. Introducing dimensionless space coordinates (x1, x2, x3) = ko(x,y,z), k0 = 2rt/2, the components of field vectors can be obtained in the form (j = 1,2,3)
exp{_i(amx1 +nx2 +Yqx3)}
mn q H(x1,x2,x3) = exp{-i(a1x1 +x2 +yx3)}, (2) mn q where a11 = n0 sin sin p + 2m I Ax n n0 cos sin p + Xn I A . Since in real computations only the finite number of harmonic components is used, we truncate both the index sets by appropriate chosen values M, N, so that -M m M, and-N n
In any layer the boundary value problem for the Maxwell partial differential equations is reformulated to an algebraic eigenvalue problem. Its solution leads to propagation constants i" and polarisation states at single diffraction orders,
represented by eigenvectors e, h of Fourier coefficients with the dimension d = (2M+l)x (2N+1) regarding finite truncation of mode orders. Note, that for isotropic homogeneous layer the eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be exactly derived. For the additional details ofused CWM model we refer to the paper 2
Wave coupling in the multilayer follows from application of boundary conditions on layer interfaces to tangential field components in the form Ec') Ecv+l HY) =HYD j=l 2 .
(°) =M.uD,
•f(v) .D(K+l) (4) where any layer of the thickness h contributes to the matrix M by the term S D . For instance, it means for basic model with one inhomogeneous layer 1156 modes and 12.9 minutes of computational time for truncation order M = 8. An error less than iO was obtained in the case of ideal media for both the polarizations.
Two gratings with different geometrical parameters given by fill factor F are presented in our comparative study, for which the structural models by the Fig. 4 are considered. The Tables 1 and 2 summarize measured and calculated values of the Kerr rotation e in mrad. These results correspond to the modes in the incidence plane x = 0 at lowest diffraction orders, for which k = 0 and 1 = -1 , 0, 1 . Longitudinal geometry of MO effect mentioned above implies very small amplitude coefficients at zero diffraction order for p-polarized incident beam. It may be the reason of the difference between experimental and theoretical values, as well as ofseveral data shifts (see the last row in the Table 1 ).
The results of numerical simulation in the Table 1 permit to present several conclusions related to chosen grating features. At first, an over-etching into the substrate farther on a few nanometers does rather not influence to Kerr rotation. Similarly, an imperfect etching is of small importance except the p-polarized mode at zero diffraction order due to above mentioned data inaccuracy. In particular, we chose in this model the etching depth I 8 nm by entire height ofiron layer 20 nm. A change of the grating geometry brings the same trends, as can be shown in the Table 2 . Here the data are measured and calculated with rather three times larger fill factor F. The common view on both the tables shows that increased ratio of ferromagnetic component in geometrically modulated layer (i. e. by growing fill factor) leads to decreasing dependence of MO effect on described geometrical irregularities.
CONCLUSIONS
Obtained results confirm the fact that small over-etching into the substrate or incomplete etching play the minor role by Kerr rotation, when their size is expressively less than dot height. On the other hand, a secondary fill of the inter-dot area with another material (remainder of protection cover or of etched medium) seems to be more important. To solve this problem, we should specify at most at correctly material properties ofthe filler.
